FADING AND WEATHERING TESTING:
EON® DECKING VS. THE COMPETITION

Beauty that stands the test of time.
Timeless beauty.

EON is a unique and beautiful high-performance synthetic material engineered to deliver the enduring beauty and feel of natural wood grain, without all the maintenance.

- EON is not a composite or vinyl product, and maintains its beautiful color.
- Features the beautiful texture of professionally finished wood.
- Available in warm natural tones of Cedar, Gray, and Chestnut
- EON products are backed by a 25 year limited warranty.

Eon products stand the test of time.

To prove that the enduring beauty of Eon products is second to none, Eon commissioned Atlas Material Testing Solutions, an independent third party, to perform unbiased real-life weather testing of Eon products, natural wood, and some of the leading composite products.

- These tests demonstrate that Eon maintains its beautiful appearance and color over time.
- Eon’s embossed grain is not visibly diminished over time by everyday weathering.
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Now you can compare the long term appearance of each product and decide for yourself which look and finish you would prefer to enjoy for years to come.
This photograph was taken 3 years after installation.
Put your mind at ease with the complete Eon family of outdoor living products.

Decking
Eon Decking is a stunning and enduring alternative to wood. EON’s three rich colors for decking capture the natural beauty of wood without its tendency to split, crack, warp or rot over time. Eon is resistant to mildew, mold and stains too. Unlike many composites, Eon resists fading because it features special UV inhibitors to protect its natural beauty.

Railing
You can relax and enjoy the beauty of Eon with our fast and easy-to-install railing system. Like all other Eon products, Eon railing is the attractive, low-maintenance alternative to wood and composites.

Deck Tiles
EON deck and balcony tiles are made from the same ultra low maintenance material as EON Ultra Decking and Railing. These easy to assemble, snap together tiles can be installed on any solid flat surface. They will not fade, split, crack or warp. These tiles are an easy and affordable way to update your outdoor space. Available in the traditional Cedar colour or the contemporary Grey colour. Choose whichever best fits your style.